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Preface
Database Issues for Data Visualization: the word data occurs twice in this title and thus
clearly shows the emphasis of these proceedings. Databases and visualizations both
deal with data. But each of these fields typically deals with its data independently from
the other. Visualization features found in today's database management systems are
far from what are provided by visualization systems. And today's visualization systems provide very primitive data access and manipulation tools compared to those that
a well developed database management system offers.
It is obvious that both groups will benefit significantly from close cooperation. The
ever increasing amount of data stored in databases demands new, comfortable ways of
access and manipulation. The amount of data that is produced daily by satellites and
sent back to Earth to be stored in huge databases require interactive visual support to
provide more efficient data management and other tasks. Visual exploration of data
stored in databases offers new ways of accessing and interpreting this data.
There are many other applications providing examples for the need to integrate databases and visualization. The data that is currently dealt with and visualized in supercomputing environments has grown in step with the ever increasing size of the
numerical problems that can currently be computed and solved. The results of timedependent numerical simulations can easily reach gigabytes in size. To allow a useful
interpretation of these results it is important that the data can be accessed and managed
efficiently, and thus visualized.
On October 28, 1995, the second workshop on Database Issues for Data Visualization was held during the IEEE Visualization '95 conference in Atlanta, Georgia. Two
years after the first and very successful workshop (proceedings of which are available
in Lecture Notes in Computer Science Volume 871), researchers from the areas of
databases and visualization met again to discuss and share their problems, needs, and
goals. The second workshop topics included data modeling and access, object modeling, user interface construction, dataflow and program module storage and retrieval,
the composition and manipulation of graphical representations, and the integration of
knowledge bases and rule-based systems, all in a visualization context.
These proceedings offer a snapshot of current research in this field and together with
the proceedings of the first workshop offer a way to see the progress of this emerging
area. The proceedings also provide a survey of the problems that must be addressed
now and in the future towards the integration of database management systems and
data visualization.
With these proceedings, the reader is presented with a treatment of a wide range of
issues, top to bottom, of the research areas and problems facing the integration of database and visualization systems. We hope to further stimulate research activity in this
field, and look forward to the realization of truly integrated systems that accommodate
end-user requirements in terms of models, services, displays, and interaction capabilities. We also hope the reader will find the reports and papers as invigorating as the discussion sessions during the workshop.
October 1996, Stuttgart and Lowell

Andreas Wierse
Georges G. Grinstein
Ulrich Lang
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Workshop Description
The second workshop on database issues for data visualization took place in Atlanta in
1995. Two years after the first workshop (1993 in San Jose) it gave the opportunity to
analyze and discuss the current situation in this field and the progress achieved in the
meantime.
The basic problem is still that current data visualization environments offer minimal
support for database management and data interrogation methods. Although in the
research area a lot of work has been done, the results of this work are not yet available
for a broader range of users. The visual presentation of data still predominates over all
other system functions. While the graphical modeling and rendering issues are
addressed sufficiently by these systems, the underlying problems of data modeling,
data access, and dialog design are not yet handled as eff•
In contrast to the first workshop, however, the submissions show a much larger share
of descriptions of existing systems that try to address some of these problems. These
systems have also reached a very high level of functionality, giving hope that these
achievements will soon be found in commercially available systems.
This development confirms our opinion that the application of database management
system (DBMS) technology to data visualization for scientific discovery brings powerful data access methods in addition to the standardization of data models and access
interfaces. The ever increasing amount of data (produced by satellites or the new generations of parallel supercomputers) makes it mandatory to have an efficient data management.
Related to this is a field that crystallized during the workshop: data mining. While
the submitted papers only marginally touch this topic, the discussions held during the
workshop quickly showed that the problems related to data mining are very similar to
those encountered in bringing visualization and databases together. In fact they are
basically the same. For the next workshop (to be held parallel to Visualization '97)
data mining will be an important part of the topics to be discussed.

1 Workshop Goals
As in the first workshop, the primary goal was to provide an open forum for interested
researchers to discuss the important issues concerning the integration of database systems and data visualization systems. Of course the developments during the two years
since the last workshop were of special interest. The progress was evaluated and new
fields of interest were established, based upon this evaluation.
The exchange of information and discussion between the researchers from different
fields was very important, with the aim of establishing a communication that survives
the end of the workshop. Although this cross-fertilization was better than two years
ago, it can still be improved in the future.
This book is another goal of the workshop, collecting research papers from scientists
working in these fields and giving them the opportunity to publish their latest results as
well as outlining the problems of current interest and guiding researchers into new
activities.

2

Workshop Format

The papers were solicited in the Call for Participation. The working subgroups during
the workshop were chosen accordingly. After a short introduction each participant had
the opportunity to sketch his work, so that each participant could get an impression
about the others. Following these presentations a discussion was held to collect topics
to be discussed in the subgroups. These topics were distributed into three subgroups:
Scientific Data Modeling, Supporting Interactive Database Exploration, and Metadata,
and the participants worked on these topics. The key research issues that were worked
out can be found in the subgroup reports that form the first part of this book. The contributions of the participants describing their work can be found in the second part.

3

Contents Overview

The three workshop subgroup reports summarize the discussion sessions held by the
participants. The content of these reports was determined by the subgroup participants
based upon the topics agreed upon by all workshop participants. Naturally the style of
these reports depends on the subgroup members, there was no general guideline for
their appearance. It is also clear that the fields pointed out by the subgroups are not
completely distinct, but overlap to a certain degree. So the three reports should not be
viewed as independent articles but as a whole intended to describe the current research
field of database issues for data visualization.
In contrast to the first book the articles are not grouped according to the subgroups.
Since the subgroups were formed during the workshop and not based on the submissions it is not possible to assign every article to an appropriate subgroup. Instead the
articles are ordered in a way that leads the reader from a general overview via some
theoretical papers to case studies of existing systems.
The first three papers (Lee, Grinstein, and Mukherjea) are more general overviews
of the field of visualization and databases. Some concepts are introduced and
explained and interesting directions are examined. The papers from Hibbard and Kao
take a look at the mathematical basics of data and its structure. Beginning with Wittenbrink's paper the section of system description starts. All these articles present a software system and an application. The authors describe their systems, their advantages
and disadvantages and why they are written the way they are.
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